
 

Team PHOENIX Homework  
Date - Monday, March 5, 2018 

 
    ABSENTEES need to check mailbox for all handouts and be sure that they are glued into the 

appropriate notebook to be prepared for  returning to classes. You are responsible to TURN IN 

all missed work one day, plus one additional day, after your absence.  If you are absent 3 days, 

everything is due on day 4. 

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Announcement: 3,000 Acts of Kindness Campaign starts in the Middle School. Students are 
asked to select at least 2 Kindness “Kards” each day/week for the month of February. They are 
to keep a record of dates, what kindness they did and how it impacted others.  
 
Writing:  Students reviewed “Writing a Conclusion: Hawaii.”  This should be pasted in 
Sentences & Paragraphs section of the WNB.  We then continued note taking in the Informative 
section for the 5 Paragraph Expository Essay. 

 HW: No Red Ink: Commas Due Wednesday.  Quiz on FANBOYS Friday. 

Reading: logs were collected, Read and annotate pg 177 

HW:  study for the quiz on WEDNESDAY on the major gods and goddesses  

Complete page 179 

Math: Today students reviewed working with expressions and equations.  

HW: All students need to complete the front of the handout 10 - 2.  A math reflection was given 
and students need to select a piece of math work from MP 3 to math with one of the IB Learner 
Profiles.  This reflection and artifact are due to Mrs. C on Friday, March 9 - either typed or 
written on lined paper. 

Science: Today, students completed a warmup review for the motion quiz. Science Fair graded 
procedures/data table were passed back and discussed in pd 1-3. Students finished making 
data tables for their experiment. UPCOMING: Science Fair testing day- Wednesday, March 
14th. ONLY for those needing human subjects. See Mrs. Maggioli before Friday with your plan. 

HW: Study/review for the mega motion quiz (speed, constant, non-constant and average speed 
problems and graph interpretations ISN 79-101). 

Science Fair: Next step: Start your EXPERIMENTS! All Data (for each trial) is due in a data table by 
March 27th. 

Social Studies: Today, we reviewed the importance of theater in Greek culture. We also 
continued work on our own Greek theater masks. 

HW: Finish masks and writing assignment on notecards: What was the motivation/inspiration 
behind your Greek mask? 

PORTFOLIO: Graph of MP3 Interim Grades.  Be sure to connect your points from one “reporting period” 



 

to another. If absent, you can take your graph home and return it to your homeroom teacher to get this 
accomplished.  


